Close proximity (CPX)
road surface noise
measurement trailer
guide
This guide sets out procedures for storage, maintenance and
use of the Transport Agency’s CPX trailer. It covers health and
safety requirements including traffic management, and
preparation and operation of the trailer. This guide should be
read in combination with the CPX test standard ISO 11819- 2.
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Introduction
ISO 11819- 2
Road surfaces significantly affect noise experienced by people living near state highways. The
Transport Agency Guide to state highway road surface noise 1 provides comprehensive
information about this issue. As part of its approach to managing road noise the Transport
Agency has a close proximity (CPX) measurement trailer to quantify the acoustic performance of
different surfaces. There are several circumstances when CPX measurements may be appropriate,
such as for research or commissioning. This guide addresses maintenance and operation of the
CPX trailer but does not prescribe when it should be used.

International Standard, ISO 11819-2 2 defines the CPX method for measuring road surface noise.
In its simplest form, the method uses two microphones positioned 200 mm from a standardised
test tyre, normally mounted on a specialised trailer. The trailer is towed along a section of road at
a steady reference speed of 80km/h, where practical. The microphones continuously measure
noise and average noise levels are calculated over each 20 metre length of the road being tested.
The measurement runs are repeated a number of times and results averaged. This method is
widely used in other countries such as Australia and in Europe.
This guide is written for readers who are already familiar with ISO 11819-2, and detailed
guidance from that standard is not repeated. The CPX trailer must only be operated by suitably
qualified and experienced people. The CPX trailer supervisor can assist with queries about
appropriate training and existing skilled operators.

CPX trailer
The University of Canterbury investigated CPX trailers initially through a final year student project
in 2013, and then designed and built a CPX trailer for the Transport Agency between 2014 and
2016. The trailer was constructed and commissioned in accordance with the latest draft versions
of ISO 11819-2 available at that time. The trailer was then taken over and made operational by
the Transport Agency in 2016-2018 3. There are no other CPX trailers based in New Zealand.

The CPX trailer is owned by the Transport Agency and kept in the environmental equipment store
at the CAPTIF Road Research facility in Christchurch. The trailer is available for use by researchers
and suppliers. A dedicated shipping container is also kept at CAPTIF and is used to transport the
CPX trailer around New Zealand.

This guide describes use of the trailer for measurements with two microphones in standard
positions by the near-side wheel with a P1 test tyre. The trailer may be developed for use with
the H1 or alternative test tyres, or additional microphones in different positions and/or by the
off-side wheel. Procedures for such matters are not currently included in this guide.

Purposes of this guide
The purposes of this guide are to describe/specify:
•
•

1
2

health and safety procedures,

storage and maintenance procedures,

•

preparation of the trailer, and

•

operation of the trailer.

http://nzta.govt.nz/resources/road-surface-noise/

ISO 11819-2:2017 Acoustics — Measurement of the influence of road surfaces on traffic noise — Part 2: The close-

proximity method
3

NZ Transport Agency, April 2018, Road surface noise research 2016-2018
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Trailer overview
Following construction of the CPX trailer by the University of Canterbury further development
work and initial certification was conducted by the Transport Agency. This is documented in the
2016-2018 Road surface noise research report3. Reference should be made to the 2016-2018
report for specific details.
The key design parameters of the CPX trailer are listed in the table below. A brief orientation to
the key parts of the system is provided in the photographs that follow.
Parameter

Value

System type

Trailer (not self-propelled)

Number of measurement tyres

2

Microphone positions

1 and 2 (inside of wheel)

Wheel track width

1.6 metres

Wheel enclosures

Yes

Data acquisition system

On-board National Instruments computer with custom
LabView program (an external laptop is required to
connect to the on-board computer by WiFi).

Off-side
wheel

enclosure

IR

Near-side
wheel

temperature
sensors

enclosure
Safety
chain

Test tyre
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Front

microphone

Battery

enclosure

Control

Rear

system

microphone

enclosure

Data

inputs

Compact
DAQ

WiFi

adapter

GPS
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A dedicated shipping container has been fitted out for the trailer as shown in the figure
below.

Guide

Limits /
support
blocks

rails

Storage
unit and
work
surface

Winch

Mounts
for tyre
storage
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Roles
This guide is structured around the following three key roles with respect to actions related to
the CPX trailer. The trailer supervisor is currently Greg Haldane and the trailer manager is John
Bull.

Trailer supervisor
•

Oversee the CPX trailer and associated research programmes.

•

Determine priorities in cases of conflicting requests for the trailer.

•

Check and approve hire agreements.

•
•

Authorise access to analysis software and CPX data on InfoHub.
Ensure this guide is followed and reviewed/updated.

Trailer manager
•

Conduct and document periodic maintenance tasks.

•

Arrange periodic calibration of instrumentation.

•

Conduct biennial trailer certification tests.

•

Maintain a stock of spare test tyres at CAPTIF.

•

Provide inductions for use of the trailer and analysis software.

•

Review proposed base sites, transportation arrangements and measurement plans
prepared by trailer operators.

•

Prepare trailer hire agreements.

•

Check the trailer is operating correctly prior to transportation from CAPTIF. Load the CPX
trailer and associated equipment into the shipping container while located at CAPTIF. On
return the CAPTIF, check and store the trailer.

•

Update the CPX database and usage logs following measurement by trailer operators.

Trailer operators
•
•
•

Arrange traffic management plans and prepare site-specific measurement plans.

Sign a trailer hire agreement and pay a hire charge if applicable.

For measurements outside Canterbury, arrange transportation of the trailer in its shipping
container from/to CAPTIF and arrange a secure temporary base.

•

Prepare the trailer for measurements, tow it to/from measurement sites, and conduct
measurements.

•

Provide all measurement and usage data to the trailer manager.
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Health and Safety
The following requirements are mandatory for anyone involved in storage, maintenance,
preparation or operation of the trailer and its ancillary equipment. Before any involvement with
the trailer everyone must be inducted by the trailer manager, and have their names recorded in
Appendix A to this guide.

Handling
The CPX trailer weighs approximately 700kg and the access hatches to the wheel enclosures
weigh approximately 30kg each. Normal maintenance and operation of the trailer involves
frequent lifting of the trailer and hatches. To ensure safe operation the following handling
procedures are to be followed at all times:
•
•

Loading and unloading the trailer from a shipping container must be conducted with at
least two people present,
Jacking of the trailer must be on the steel frame or axle using a hydraulic jack (not the
wooden wheel enclosures),

•

The jack must be removed from the central jacking point immediately after
lifting/lowering the trailer between transport and measurement heights,

•

The trailer must be stored with standard road tyres fitted. Should a wheel need to be
removed for repair, axle stands or large wooden blocks must be used,

•

Wheels must only be changed when the trailer is on a sealed level surface,

•

The access hatches must be lifted using good manual lifting practices, and

•

Access hatches must be secured with safety chains when open.

Operation
•
•
•

•

All operations with the trailer must be conducted with at least two people present,

At least one person operating the trailer must be Level 1Basic Traffic Controller (TC)
qualified,

The driver of the towing vehicle must not have any interaction with the measurement
system while driving, other than viewing the trailer speed indicator if it is appropriately
located at eye level/direction,

All operations must be in accordance with an approved Traffic Management Plan (TMP)
and measurement plan specific to the test site. If appropriate, a project wide TMP may be
used; however, a site specific measurement plan must still be prepared,

•

Safe stopping and turning places must be identified prior to arrival on site; and
configuration of the trailer must be conducted in a safe area away from live traffic lanes,

•

Care must be taken given that the trailer is generally operated at a slower speed (80km/h)
than other traffic, and measurements must be suspended if tailbacks of traffic form
behind the trailer, and

•

The trailer is only to be used outside morning and afternoon peak traffic hours.

•

Towing vehicles must be rated for at least 700kg unbraked load. For certification tests
towing vehicles must also be rated for at least 250kg vertical tow ball load.
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Personal Protective Equipment
The following minimum PPE must be worn when working with the CPX trailer:
•
•

Tyre changes – steel capped boots.

Measurement sessions – steel capped boots, hi-vis vest.

Hazard identification
Potential hazards associated with operating the CPX trailer are identified in Appendix B to this
guide. This provides a breakdown of each task associated with performing a CPX measurement in
a live traffic environment, the potential hazards involved with each task and the necessary
controls.
An area for recording the details of any incidents is also provided.
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Storage and maintenance
Equipment
The trailer is permanently kept in the environmental equipment store at CAPTIF. The system
components and tools are kept with the trailer and include:
Tools
Wheel wrench

8mm spanner

Hammer

2T bottle jack and lever

Turnbuckle handle

Foot pump

Crescent – 300mm

Ruler

Screw driver – flat head

Tape measure

Ratchet – ½” drive

Snips

16mm and 30mm sockets

Wheel ramps x2

8mm allen key

1500kg tie-down strap

Trailer Parts
Safety chain
Height bolts x2
Bungee cords x2 (battery box)
Shipping container padlock and key x2
Standard road tyres
P1 measurement tyres
Spare set of P1 measurement tyres
Mudguards x2
Instrumentation
Sound level calibrator
Microphone assemblies x2 (microphone, windshield, BNC, housing/stud/nut
assembly)
Battery charger
Battery box with two 26Ah battery
Instrumentation enclosure (data acquisition system, GPS)
240V car inverter
Ethernet cable
Certification equipment
Wheel loudspeaker and cable
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Loudspeaker, microphone mounting plate
Microphone studs x2
External wheel assembly
External wheel attachment bolts x8
Shore A durometer

Tyres
The following tyres and associated rims are kept in the equipment store:
•
•
•

Standard road tyres/rims for travel to site

P1, Standard Reference Test Tyres (SRTT)

Spare set of P1 tyres (without rims)

Specifications for the P1 and H1 tyres are set out in ISO TS 11819-3 4. Ordering instructions for
P1 tyres are on http://www.astm.org/COMMITTEE/F09.htm. As at April 2018 the Agency has two
pairs of P1 tyres and no H1 tyres. The Transport Agency should always maintain at least one
operational pair of P1 tyres and one unused spare pair.

Before first use, test tyres must be run-in for a minimum of 400 km. Run-in and use of tyres
must be for the same rotation. i.e. each specific tyre must only be used on either the near-side or
off-side wheel. The trailer must always be operated with the same tyre type on both wheels.
Therefore, even though measurements are not currently made by the off-side wheel it will still
have a P1 tyre during tests.
Test tyres should initially have a tread depth of 8±0.5mm, reducing to a minimum of 7±0.5mm
when worn. Chippings or other dirt in the treads should be removed, but if there is noticeable
wear or deformation on any part of a tyre, it must be replaced. Tyres must have Shore hardness
between 62 and 73, measured using a conical indentor Type A durometer with the tyres at 20ºC
±5ºC.

Routine maintenance checks for tyres are detailed below. The trailer manager will keep a log of
checks for each P1 and H1 tyre, and details of whether it is to be used on the near-side or offside wheel/rotation. The trailer operator must update the usage log following a measurement
session.
The microphone mounts have been designed for use with the P1 tyres and will require
adjustment for other tyre types.

Instrumentation
The instrumentation includes microphones, cables, a National Instruments Compact DAQ data
acquisition system with integrated Intel Atom computer running Windows 7 with LABVIEW and a
Trimble GPS receiver. Two 12 volt 26Ah batteries provide power to the on-board data acquisition
system. The system is controlled by a separate laptop to be supplied by trailer operators.

A sound level calibrator is kept with the trailer and must be calibrated annually. The microphones
and input channels of the data acquisition system must be calibrated biennially. Acoustic
calibration should be conducted by ECS in Auckland (http://ecs-ltd.co.nz/).

4

ISO/TS 11819-3:2017 Acoustics — Measurement of the influence of road surfaces on traffic noise — Part 3: Reference

tyres
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Certification
The trailer has been certified by the Transport Agency in 20183 in accordance with Annex A of
ISO 11819-2. The trailer must be re-certified every two years, and following any changes to the
system, including for each towing vehicle. The 2018 certification only relates to a specific towing
vehicle: Toyota Hilux, KNE925. Certification must follow ISO 11819-2. The Transport Agency
certification equipment and procedures are described in Appendix G.

Part of the certification tests using external wheels must not be on public roads. In 2018
Ruapuna raceway staff allowed the Transport Agency to use the track for certification tests freeof-charge, provided that tests were scheduled around other track users. The design of the
external wheels means that the tow vehicle must be rated for a 250 kg vertical tow ball load. This
restricts the type of vehicles that can be certified for use with the trailer as standard cars and
SUVs generally have a much lower vertical load rating. For convenience in research work, the
trailer can be operated with towing vehicles that have not been certified with the measurement
system. Such results will not be in full accordance with ISO 11819-2, but may be used if the
trailer operator makes appropriate checks to ensure no undue influence from towing vehicle
noise.

Insurance
The trailer is insured through the Transport Agency motor vehicle policy (ref email from Megan
Rumsey, dated 17 March 2017).

Maintenance checks
The trailer manager will undertake the following routine maintenance checks. These checks must
be documented in the CPX management spreadsheet 5.

Monthly:
•

Rotate storage position of all test tyres

•

Charge instrumentation batteries

•
•

Check tyre Type A Shore hardness (62 to 73 with tyre at 20ºC ±5ºC)
Check tyre tread depths (>7±0.5mm) and condition

Annual:
•

Renew trailer road tax

•

Remove test tyres in long-term storage from rims

•

Calibrate sound level calibrator

•

Check microphone windshield condition (no dirt/deterioration)

Biennial:
•
•
•

5

Calibrate microphones

Calibrate data acquisition system input channels

Certify trailer

CPX_trailer_logs.xlsx is stored in the CPX Infohub folder.
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Preparation
The following are actions required prior to each measurement programme, which might last
between one day and several weeks.

Administration
Hire agreement
The trailer manager must prepare the hire agreement in Appendix C to this guide. The agreement
must be signed by the trailer operator and the trailer supervisor (Greg Haldane) prior to use of
the trailer. The University of Canterbury can use the system as a trailer operator for research
work without charge, but must still complete the hire agreement.

Traffic management plan (TMP)
The trailer operator must submit a short-form traffic management plan (TMP) for each region in
which they will operate the trailer, or must be able to operate under a project-wide TMP or other
existing TMP. The completed TMP must be approved by the relevant traffic management
coordinator prior to use of the trailer. Appendix D is a template with standard CPX test details
inserted in a short-form TMP. The TMP must include details of a qualified Level 1 Basic Traffic
Controller who will be with the trailer at all times it is operating on the state highway network.

Measurement Plan
The trailer operator must prepare a measurement plan prior to using the trailer, and this must be
approved by the trailer manager and appended to the TMP. If the measurements are under a
project-wide or other TMP a measurement plan must still be prepared.
Appendix E is a template for a measurement plan, which must include the following details:
•
•

Measurement location and date.

Names of operator and driver/Level 1 Basic TC.

•

Towing vehicle details (including confirmation of tow rating and certification); there is not
a dedicated towing vehicle for the trailer, so each trailer operator must supply an
appropriate vehicle certified with the trailer and rated for an unbraked load of 700kg.

•

Test section details, number of runs, target speed, and road position; default values are:
o
o

At least 200m length of each surface to be tested,

o

At least 3 repeat measurement runs on each section of surface, and

o
•

Operation at 80km/h (or 50km/h if speed limit is less than 80km/h),

Near-side wheel positioned in near-side/outer worn wheel path.

Measurement procedure outlining travel details, turning areas and locations of prestart
set-up and post-measurement pack-down.

Transportation
When in use outside of Canterbury, the trailer operator must arrange transportation of the trailer
from CAPTIF to a secure temporary base near the test site. A dedicated shipping container for the
trailer is stored at CAPTIF. To minimise wear and damage to the trailer, the trailer must be
transported between regions in its shipping container and not towed, unless agreed otherwise by
the trailer manager. The trailer must always be kept in the shipping container when at a
temporary base, including for overnight periods between measurements.
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Preparations at CAPTIF and temporary bases
Trailer checks
Prior each hire period the trailer manager will confirm the trailer is in good working order by
making the following checks, in addition to normal periodic checks:
•

Batteries fully charged,

•

Microphones calibrate with data acquisition system,

•

GPS signals received by data acquisition system,

•

Data acquisition operates correctly for a “dummy” run of the trailer in the CAPTIF yard.

Shipping container
All loading and unloading activities must be conducted with two people present.
Before loading into the container the trailer must be prepared by:
•
•
•

Removing microphones,

Removing test tyres and fitting standard road tyres (see details below), and

Fitting mudguards (see details below).

The trailer is loaded into the dedicated shipping container as follows:

1. Ensure the standard road tyres are fitted to the trailer and the microphones have been
removed.

2. Install the ramps, with the outer edge of each ramp aligned with the white guide rails.

3. Reverse or push the trailer to base of the ramps, so that the rear of trailer is nearest the
container.

4. Attach the winch rope to the trailer using the spare tie-down strap.

5. Slowly winch the trailer up the ramps and into the container until the rear of the trailer
contacts the rear limit blocks. One person at the tow bar end of the trailer, guides the trailer
into the container and prevents the wheel enclosures from striking the side of the container.
It may be necessary to adjust the jockey wheel and/or tow bar height (using the turnbuckle)
to allow the trailer to pass cleanly over the front wooden blocks.
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6. Place the 2t jack in the central jacking position and lift the trailer off the height adjustment
bolts. Remove the height adjustment bolts and release the jack. (see details below)

7. Lower the jockey wheel and/or tow bar height (using the turnbuckle) until the trailer sits on
all four wooden blocks.

8. Secure the front of the trailer with the tie-down strap. Leave the rear of the trailer attached
to the winch rope and ensure the rope is tight with the winch handle disengaged.
9. Stow the ramps on the floor of the container.

10. Place the measurement tyres on the floor at the rear of the container, stacked two tyres high.
Locate the steel rod through the centre of the wheel hubs and tighten against the flange
mounted to the floor.

The trailer is unloaded from the shipping container as follows:

1. Install the ramps, with the outer edge of each ramp aligned with the white guide rails.

2. Remove the tie-down strap from the front of the trailer and loosen the winch rope.

3. Place the 2t jack in the central jacking position and lift the trailer to transport height. Install
the height adjustment bolts and release the jack.
4. Adjust the jockey wheel and/or tow bar height (using the turnbuckle) until the trailer no
longer rests on the four wooden blocks.

5. Where there is sufficient space to tow the trailer out of the shipping container, detach the
winch rope from the rear of the trailer and slowly push the trailer to the front door, taking
care to manually lift and lower the jockey wheel down onto the ground as it exits the
container. Stop before the main trailer wheels exit the container. Reverse the tow vehicle into
position and attach the trailer to the tow vehicle. Finally, slowly tow the trailer out of the
shipping container and down the ramps.
6. Where there is insufficient space to tow the trailer out, slowly push the trailer to the front
door, taking care to manually lift and lower the jockey wheel down onto the ground as it
exits the container. When the main trailer wheels reach the ramps, one person must slowly
unwind the winch cable, while the other person guides the trailer out of the container by
moving the tow hitch left/right as required. Once on flat ground, the winch cable can be
removed.
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Mudguards
The removable mudguards must be used whenever the standard road tyres are fitted to the
trailer (i.e. travel longer than half an hour). The mudguards limit the amount of debris entering
the sound absorption material lining the wheel enclosure, thus maximising its useful life. The
mudguards must be removed during all measurements. To fit the mudguards:
1. Make sure that the standard road tyres are fitted to the trailer and that the trailer is at
transport height.
2. Slot the mudguard tubes into the brackets attached to the inner wall of each wheel
enclosure.

3. Using the 8mm allen key, tighten the four grub screws to secure the mudguard in place.
4. Check the alignment of the mudguard with the wheel to make sure it will not rub on the tyres
during transport. Adjust the tubes in the brackets if required.
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Test tyres
If travel from CAPTIF or a temporary base to a measurement site is longer than half an hour, the
standard road tyres and mudguards must be fitted. Test tyres should then be fitted near to the
measurement site as follows:
1. Lift both wheel enclosures into their open position and secure with the safety chain.

2. Install the 2t jack underneath the left torque arm suspension assembly and lift the left wheel
off the ground.
3. Remove the standard road tyre and install the measurement tyre. The measurement tyres
must be used on the correct side of the trailer, so ensure that the correct wheel has been
installed.
4. Lower the trailer to the ground and remove the 2t jack.

5. Repeat steps 2 to 4 for the right wheel.

6. Check the tyre inflation pressure of each tyre and adjust to 200kPa ± 10kPa using the foot
pump. Recheck each tyre after 2 minutes.

Weather
The trailer operator must check weather forecasts/reports prior to using the trailer.
•

Measurements must only be made when road surfaces are dry. Porous asphalt surfaces
must not be measured for at least 48 hours after any rainfall. All other surfaces must not
be measured for at least 3 hours after any rainfall. In addition to these minimum times, a
visual inspection must be made to confirm the surface is dry.

•

Ambient wind speeds at 100mm above road surface must not exceed 10m/s.

•

Air temperature at 0.5-1.0m above road surface level must be between 5ºC and 30ºC.

•

The trailer may only be towed on dry sealed roads (in transit and during measurements).

Instrumentation
The battery should be charged and software tested. The CPX trailer control system (Compact
DAQ) should be configured with an external laptop connected by WiFi as follows:
1. Fasten the battery enclosure to the trailer using two blue bungee cords.

2. Connect the power cable between the battery enclosure and the instrumentation enclosure.

3. Switch on the power to the control system using the black rocker switch on the front of the
battery enclosure. The red LED should illuminate.

4. Wait 2 minutes for the Compact DAQ system to boot up and the operating system to load.
The Compact DAQ system will initiate an ad-hoc WiFi network named ‘CPX’.
5. On the laptop connect to the ‘CPX’ WiFi network with password ‘CanterburyCPX’.

6. Open the Remote Desktop application (under Windows Accessories) on the laptop and
connect to computer ‘Mech-ni-1’ (the Compact DAQ system). If the connection fails, try
typing in the IP address of the Compact DAQ system (169.254.238.129).

7. Accept any dialogue boxes and use password ‘CanterburyCPX’ if requested. After a few
moments the laptop should show the display of the Compact DAQ running LabVIEW with the
CPX software loaded.
8. If the CPX software opens in the development environment it should be run by clicking the
white ‘run’ arrow under the menu bar (upper left corner of the screen).
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Folder/file naming
On the windows file system of the Compact DAQ, create a new folder for each test section and
name it using the format: ‘YYYYMMDD_location_lane_direction’. For example, a test section
located on the southbound carriageway of SH1 between Sawyers Arms Rd and Clearwater
roundabout might be named 20180321_sawyers_to_clearwater_SB. This folder name is also to be
used as the file name in the
CPX software for the test
section data. Subsequent
runs are automatically named
by the CPX software using the
base file name with a number
in parentheses. A second
measurement session
performed on the same test
section at a later date would
be stored in a new folder
named 20180420_
sawyers_to_clearwater_SB.

Preparations at measurement sites
At a pre-identified area separated from live traffic near the measurement site:
1. Remove the mudguards.

2. Fit the measurement tyres (if not fitted at base).

3. Warm-up the measurement tyres by driving the trailer at 80km/h for 15 minutes (during
travel to site where practical).

4. Install the 2t jack in the central jacking position and lift the trailer off the height adjustment
bolts. Remove the height bolts and release the jack.
5. Remove the jack from the central jacking position.

Raised

position

Lowered
position
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Lowered

Raised

position

position

Height
bolts

6. Check the trailer is level and adjust the tow bar if necessary. Adjustments must be made with
all wheels of the towing vehicle and trailer on a continuous flat surface.
-

Loosen the locking nut and rotate the turnbuckle shaft.

Check the height of the front and rear of the trailer and make further adjustments if
necessary.

Finish by tightening the locking nut.

Turnbuckle
shaft

Locking
nut

7. Install the two microphones in the following configuration:
-

Centre of microphone diaphragm 200±10mm from plane of undeflected tyre sidewalls

Centre of microphone diaphragm 100±10mm above floor,

-

Front microphone at 45° to the rolling direction, and

-

Rear microphone at 135° to the rolling direction.
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8. Check the angles and heights with the combination square. Check the microphonemicrophone and microphone-tyre distances with the tape measure.

9. The microphone cables are tucked underneath the insulation material layer. Find the cables
and attach to the microphones.
10. Open the laptop and start a remote desktop session to connect to the CompactDAQ system
(refer to ‘preparation at CAPTIF and base’ section above).

11. Turn on the microphone calibrator and attach it to the front microphone (microphone 1).
12. Navigate to the ‘Setup’ tab and press the ‘Calibrate’ toggle switch to activate calibration
mode.

13. Adjust the microphone 1 sensitivity value until the level reads 94.0dB.

14. Remove the calibrator and fit it to the rear microphone (microphone 2).
15. Adjust the microphone 2 sensitivity value until the level reads 94.0dB.

16. Press the ‘Calibrate’ toggle switch again to deactivate the calibration mode.

17. Install the windshields.

18. Remove any stones from the measurement tyres.
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Operation
Initiation
1. If necessary, reconnect the external laptop to the Compact DAQ computer and start the CPX
software (by clicking the white ‘run’ arrow under the menu bar).
2. The CPX software will open a dialogue for the operator to enter a location (on the Compact
DAQ computer) and file name for the data to be saved to. As noted above a new folder is to
be created for each new test section and named using the format:
‘YYYYMMDD_location_lane_direction’. This folder name is also to be used as the file name for
the test section data.

3. Select the ‘Setup’ tab at the top of the CPX software.

4. Enter all measurement details and test parameters (note - speed adjustment coefficient is 25
for porous asphalt and 30 for all other surfaces).
5. Enter start point coordinates (longitude/latitude). If not entered, recording will be triggered
manually when the ‘Record’ button is clicked.

6. To record the raw measurement data, select ‘Research’ mode in the ‘Setup’ tab.

Research mode is used to store the raw measurement data in a multichannel wav file, providing
the possibility to reprocess the data over different road segment lengths, or add a positioning
offset to improve alignment with other longitudinal roading data (e.g. mean profile depth and
roughness). Using research mode significantly increases the amount of disk space used during a
measurement session. A 32Gb USB flash drive has been fitted to the system to provide the
additional disk space required during research mode measurements.

Measurements
1. On the CPX software, select the ‘Drive’ tab at the top of the CPX software and check that both
red/green indicators on the left side are green when the trailer is moving faster than 5 km/h.
If GPS indicator is red, there is no GPS signal or a GPS fault. If the speed indicator is red when
the trailer is moving faster than 5km/h, a problem has occurred during program start-up (to
restart click the ‘Exit’ button and then ‘No’ for shutdown; run the program again).
2. Begin accelerating to the reference speed (usually 80 km/h).

3. On the CPX software, click ‘Record’ button at the left side to start the recording process. If
automatic triggering is being used (start point has been set) the ‘Record’ button should be
pressed before reaching the specified start point to put the system into a ready state.
4. Drive at a constant speed of 80 km/h along the test section (to reduce noise, use the highest
gear practical in which the speed can be controlled).

5. When other vehicles pass the trailer, or when the trailer passes over a surface or bridge joint
or defect in the road, or when any other miscellaneous noises occur, on the CPX software,
the software operator (not the driver) must immediately click the appropriate button to flag
the data.

6. At the end of the test section, on the CPX software, click the ‘Stop’ button at the left side to
stop the recording process and write the data to a file (subsequent records will automatically
be renamed with a number in parentheses; if the filename contains a number in parentheses
this will be incremented).

7. For repeat runs travel back to the start of the test section and repeat the above steps. All
measurement details and test parameters will be kept from the last measurement run
performed.
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Additional test sections
For most surveys, measurements will be made in both directions as the trailer is driven from one
end of a section of road to the other, and then back, multiple times.
Measurements in each direction should be saved as a separate test section. Therefore, each time
the trailer is turned around at either end of the section, the procedure for additional test sections
below should be followed. After the first run in each direction, subsequent runs can use saved
files from the first runs to automatically populate the measurement details.
1. Click the ‘Exit’ button on the CPX software. Click ‘No’ at the prompt for windows shutdown
to return to development mode and restart the CPX software (by clicking the white ‘run’
arrow under the menu bar).

2. Enter a location (on the Compact DAQ computer) and file name for the next test section or
select a data file from a previous test section to perform additional runs. If an existing data
file is selected, the CPX software will automatically populate the measurement details and
test parameters with data from the most recent run for the test section (including the start
point coordinates, if previously specified).
3. To perform a measurement, follow the steps in the measurement section above.

Post- measurement
Following completion of a measurement session return to the preparation area and perform the
following:
1. Check the microphone calibration is within 0.5 dB of previous value using the sound
calibrator and ‘Calibration’ mode.

2. Locate the measurement data files (on the Compact DAQ computer) and copy the files to the
external laptop.

3. Click the ‘Exit’ button on the CPX software. Accept prompts for windows shutdown and wait
for 2 minutes before switching off power on the control system enclosure.

4. Install the 2t jack in the centre jacking position and lift the trailer to transport height.
5. Install the two height bolts and tighten.

6. Release the jack to lower the trailer onto the height bolts, then remove the jack from the
centre jacking position.

7. Remove the microphones and windshields, and tuck the microphone cables underneath the
insulation material layer.

8. Install the 2t jack underneath the left torque arm and lift the wheel off the ground. Remove
the measurement tyre and install the standard road tyre. Lower to the ground and remove
the jack.
9. Repeat step 5 for the right wheel.

10. Fit the mudguards.

Upon returning to CAPTIF or a temporary base:
1. Store the windshields and microphones.

2. Reduce the measurement tyre inflation pressure to 100kPa.
3. Check condition of the measurement tyres and store.

4. Update tyre and trailer usage logs.

5. Fully recharge instrumentation batteries.
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Data
Processing
The following steps describe the process to add Rs/Rp codes to raw data files retrieved from the
Compact DAQ computer, generate shapefiles, calculate average levels and generate plots. Further
details of the analysis software can be found in Appendix F to this guide.
1. Follow the steps in Appendix F to install Python 2, required Python packages and the CPX
analysis software.
2. Open Windows command prompt or a UNIX terminal window (now on referred to as the
terminal window) and locate the CPX analysis software directory.

3. In the terminal window, run python by typing “python2” and pressing ‘Enter.

4. Initialise the CPX analysis software by typing “import CPX” and pressing Enter.

5. Create a CPX.measurement python object by running the CPX.measurement command as
follows:
-

Type “CPXobj = CPX.measurement(measurementName, measurementDirectory,
stateHighway, direction)”, where
o
o

measurementDirectory is the location of the data file containing the data from the
first run, and

o

stateHighway is the name of the state highway on which the test section is located
(in a 3 character string format).

o
-

measurementName is the name of the data file containing the data from the first
run (without its file extension),

direction is the Rs/Rp direction (‘I’ or ‘D’)

For example: “CPXobj = CPX(‘20170426_S2G_outside_NB’, ‘/Users/username/CPX
Data/20170426_S2G_outside_NB’, ‘01S’, ‘D’)”.

6. Retrieve the Rs/Rp codes by running “CPXobj.retrieve_rsrp()”.

7. Save the test data with Rs/Rp information by running “CPXobj.save_processed()”. Separate
csv files for each run will be stored in a new folder named ‘tables’.

8. Generate plots of the CPX levels by running the “plot” command as below. Plots are saved as
interactive html documents in the ‘plots’ folder. By default the plot will include the average
CPX level for the selected runs.
-

Type “CPXobj.plot(runIndex, Rs, xRange)”, where
o

-

runIndex is a list of the run numbers to include in the plot. The run numbers
correspond to the data file index in parentheses,

o

Rs is the reference station within which the test section is located,

o

xRange – two element list containing start and end displacements (in metres) from
the specified Rs. The order defines the axis direction.

For example: “CPXobj.plot([0,1,2], ‘0332’, [0, 8000])” will plot runs 0, 1 and 2 for the part
of the test section located between 0m and 8,000m from Rs 0332.

Additional plot parameters can be accessed by typing “parameterName=value”. Additional
available parameters include:
o

overlay – adds overlays to the plot to highlight different sections of road (e.g.
different surface types). overlay requires a list of coordinates containing the start
and end displacements of the overlay relative to the specified Rs. E.g. “overlay=[(0,
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523), (523, 8000)]” will add two overlays, the first between 0m and 523m, and the
second between 523m and 8,000m.

o

overlayText – adds text labels to each overlay area specified with overlay.
overlayText requires a list of text strings in the same order as the overlay areas
were given. E.g. “overlayText=[‘Porous asphalt’, ‘Chip seal’]” will add the ‘Porous
asphalt’ text to the first overlay area and the ‘Chip seal’ text to the second overlay
area.

o

averageOnly – used to hide the CPX levels of the individual runs. Possible values
are True and False. E.g. “averageOnly=True” will only show the average CPX level.
The default behaviour is to show the average CPX level along with the CPX levels
for the individual runs.

o

o

o

o

validOnly – used to hide invalid road segments (caused by event flags or out-ofrange speeds). Possible values are True and False, and this extend to the
calculation of the average CPX level. The default behaviour is to only show the
valid road segments.

legendLocation – used to set the location of the legend on the plot area. Possible
values include ‘top_left’, ‘top_center’, ‘top_right’, ‘center_left’, ‘center’,
‘center_right’, ‘bottom_left’, ‘bottom_center’ and ‘bottom_right’. E.g.
“legendLocation=’bottom_right’” will place the legend in the bottom right corner
of the plot area (Note. this is the default behaviour).

showPlot – used to show or hide the plot. Possible values are True and False. E.g.
“showPlot=True” will immediately open the plot in the default web browser (Note.
this is the default behaviour).
customTitle – used to add an additional string to the plot title.

9. Add the 20 metre road segment measurement to the SQLite database using the
CPX.io.to_database function.
-

Type “CPX.io.to_database(dbFile, meas, lane, location)”, where
o

dbFile is the file location of the CPX database to be updated,

o

meas is the measurement data to be appended to the CPX database (e.g. CPXobj)

o
o

lane is the lane that the measurement applies to (‘left’ or ‘right’)

location is the location of the test site (e.g. ‘M2PP’)

10. Reload a previous analysis session by running “CPXobj.load_processed()”. The data stored in
the ‘tables’ folder will be loaded into the computer memory. Plotting and averaging functions
can then be used to continue inspecting the data.

Database
It is intended that all CPX data will in future be stored in RAMM or another Transport Agency
database, however, this has not yet been implemented.

Currently, a SQLite database is used to store the 20 metre road segment measurement data for
every measurement session. New measurement data is added to the database using the process
described in the processing section above. The database can be queried using standard SQL
commands and average noise levels can be calculated over selected sections of road. Following
the addition of new measurement data to a local copy of the database, the database is uploaded
to InfoHub so that other users can access it.
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Appendix A: Inducted trailer personnel
Name

Organisation

Induction by

Date

Level 1
Basic TC
(yes/no)

Stephen Chiles

Chiles Ltd

*

Feb 17

No

John Bull

Altissimo Consulting Ltd

*

Feb 17

Yes

Rob Craw

NZ Transport Agency

*

Feb 17

Yes

Robin Wareing

Altissimo Consulting Ltd

John Bull

Mar 18

Yes

*Initial personnel listed in the table above developed the procedures set out in this guide and are
deemed to have been inducted in the use of the CPX trailer.
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Appendix B: Hazard identification
Work activities
Activity

Preparation at Base

Tasks

Potential Hazards

Control

Remove trailer from shipping
container

Manual handling
(lifting and pushing) –
back strain or injury

• Lift with legs.

1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

Install wheel ramps.

Manoeuvre trailer to edge of
shipping container.

• Use jockey wheel to
raise/lower tow bar onto
tow vehicle.

Connect trailer to tow vehicle.
Tow trailer out of shipping
container.

Remove wheel ramps and lock
container.

• Two-person lift/push if
needed.

Crush or trapped by
trailer

• Check area is clear before
moving trailer.

• Stand clear of trailer while
it is being moved.

• Use a spotter when towing
the trailer out of the
container.

Install measurement tyres and check
tyre pressures
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.

Ensure trailer is on a sealed level
surface.

Leave trailer attached to tow
vehicle with handbrake engaged.

Personnel locked in
shipping container

• Check shipping container
empty before locking.

Manual handling
(lifting) – back strain
or injury

• Lift with legs.

Crush or trapped by
trailer

• Keep trailer attached to tow
vehicle with handbrake
engaged.

Lift wheel enclosure and secure
with safety chain.

• Secure wheel enclosure
with safety chain while in
raised position.

Jack trailer to elevate wheel.

• Stay clear of trailer
supported by jack.

Remove standard road tyre and
install measurement tyre.
Check wheel nuts securely
fastened.

Check tyre pressures and inflate if
required.
Lower trailer and remove jack.

Remove safety chain and lower
wheel enclosure.

• Two-person lift if needed.

Pinch points

• Keep limbs clear of moving
parts when lifting/lowering
wheel enclosure.
• Keep fingers clear when
fastening wheel enclosure
latches.

10. Fasten wheel enclosure latches.
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Activity

Travel to/from test location

Tasks

Potential Hazards

Control

Travel to/from test location

Trailer detaches from
tow vehicle

• Check tow hitch connection
and safety chain attached.

Rear-end vehicle

• Be aware of increased
braking distance when
slowing at intersections.

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

Ensure trailer is at transport
height with height nuts securely
fastened.
Check wheel enclosure latches
fastened.

Check tow hitch connection and
safety chain attached.
Check turnbuckle locking nut
fastened.

Check trailer signals operating.

Drive to the conditions, being
aware of extra vehicle length and
increased braking distance
requirements.

• Increase following distance
to 4 seconds.

Wheel enclosures
bounce/damage

• Check wheel enclosure
latches fastened.

Trailer drops to
measurement height

• Check height nuts are
securely fastened.

Clip corner

• Be aware of increased
turning radius.
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Activity

Prestart setup

Tasks

Potential Hazards

Control

Working in layby of local road

Personnel or trailer hit by
passing vehicle

• Park as far away from the
live lane as possible.

• Wear appropriate PPE (HiVis)

• When moving between the
front and rear of the trailer
walk along the left-hand
side of the trailer/vehicle.
• Use a spotter when
working at the rear or
right-hand wheel
enclosure.

Lower trailer to measurement
height
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.

Install jack and unload the
height bolts.

2.
3.

Lower trailer to
measurement height.
Remove jack.

Check trailer is level and
adjust if required.

Lift wheel enclosure and
secure with safety chain.
Install microphone
assemblies.

Calibrate microphones.

4.

Install microphone
windshields.

5.

Check tyres for stones and
remove.

6.
7.

• Stay clear of trailer swing
arm while supported by
jack.
• Keep fingers clear
lowering to measurement
height.

Remove height bolts

Install microphone assemblies
and check tyres
1.

Pinch points

Remove safety chain and
lower wheel enclosure.

Fasten wheel enclosure
latches.

Manual handling (lifting) –
back strain or injury

• Lift with legs.

Crush or trapped by trailer

• Secure wheel enclosure
with safety chain while in
raised position.

Pinch points

• Keep limbs clear of
moving parts when
lifting/lowering wheel
enclosure.

• Two-person lift if needed.

• Keep fingers clear when
fastening wheel enclosure
latches.
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Activity

Perform measurement runs

Tasks

Potential Hazards

Control

Perform measurement runs

Collision with another vehicle

• Driver to remain focused
on driving task.

1.

2.
3.

Check trailer and vehicle
before starting
measurement session.

• Apart from calling out
speed adjustments, the
Operator must not cause
any distractions for the
Driver.

Accelerate to test speed.

Drive at steady speed,
adjusting speed if required
by traffic.

Trailer detaches from tow
vehicle

• Check tow hitch
connection and safety
chain attached.

Rear-end vehicle

• Be aware of increased
braking distance when
slowing at intersections.

• Increase following
distance to 4 seconds.
Wheel enclosures
bounce/damage

• Check wheel enclosure
latches fastened.

Trailer drops to measurement
height

• Check height nuts are
securely fastened.

Clip corner

• Be aware of increased
turning radius.
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Activity

Post-measurement pack-down

Tasks

Potential Hazards

Working in layby of local road

Personnel or trailer hit by
passing vehicle

Control
• Park as far away from the
live lane as possible.

• Wear appropriate PPE (HiVis)

• When moving between the
front and rear of the trailer
walk along the left-hand
side of the trailer/vehicle.

• Use a spotter when
working at the rear or
right-hand wheel
enclosure.
Calibrate microphones and
remove microphone assemblies
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

Lift wheel enclosure and
secure with safety chain.

2.

• Two-person lift if needed.

Crush or trapped by trailer

• Secure wheel enclosure
with safety chain while in
raised position.

Remove safety chain and
lower wheel enclosure.

Pinch points

• Keep limbs clear of moving
parts when lifting/lowering
wheel enclosure.

Remove microphone
assemblies.

Fasten wheel enclosure
latches.

Check microphone have
been removed.
Install jack and lift to
transport height.

3.

Install height bolts and
tighten.

4.

Lower trailer onto height
bolts.

5.

• Lift with legs.

Calibrate microphones.

Raise trailer to transport height
1.

Manual handling (lifting) –
back strain or injury

• Keep fingers clear when
fastening wheel enclosure
latches.
Pinch points

• Stay clear of trailer swing
arm while supported by
jack.

• Keep fingers clear lowering
onto height bolts

Remove jack.
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Activity

Pack-down at Base

Tasks

Potential Hazards

Remove measurement tyres

Manual handling
(lifting) – back strain
or injury

• Lift with legs.

Crush or trapped by
trailer

• Keep trailer attached to
tow vehicle with
handbrake engaged.

1.

Ensure trailer is on a sealed level
surface.

2.

Leave trailer attached to tow
vehicle with handbrake engaged.

3.
4.

5.
6.

Lift wheel enclosure and secure
with safety chain.
Remove measurement tyre and
install standard road tyre.

7.

Lower trailer and remove jack.

9.

Fasten wheel enclosure latches.

8.

1.

Install wheel ramps.

2.

Reverse trailer to base of ramps.

4.

Attach winch cable and winch
trailer into shipping container.

3.

5.

• Stay clear of trailer when
supported by jack.
Pinch points

Remove safety chain and lower
wheel enclosure.

Place trailer in shipping container

• Keep limbs clear of
moving parts when
lifting/lowering wheel
enclosure.

• Keep fingers clear when
fastening wheel enclosure
latches.
Manual handling
(lifting and pushing) –
back strain or injury

• Lift with legs.

Crush or trapped by
trailer

• Check area is clear before
moving trailer.

Disconnect trailer from tow
vehicle.

Remove wheel ramps and lock
container.

• Two-person lift if needed.

• Secure wheel enclosure
with safety chain while in
raised position.

Jack trailer to elevate wheel.

Check wheel nuts securely
fastened.

Control

• Two-person lift/push.

• Use jockey wheel to
raise/lower tow bar off
tow vehicle.

• Stand clear of trailer while
it is being moved.

• Use a spotted when
reversing the trailer.
Personnel locked in
shipping container

• Check shipping container
empty before locking.
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Incident records
A record of HSE incidents can be made in the table below.
Where possible photos of the work area should be taken to assist with an incident investigation
should one be required.

Record of Incident
Date and time

Reported by

Details

Immediate actions

Record of Incident
Date and time

Reported by

Details

Immediate actions
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Appendix C: Hire agreement
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Appendix D: TMP template
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Appendix E: Measurement plan template
Measurement location

<enter road name>

Northern extent

<enter northern extent>

Date

<measurement date>

Southern extent

Operator

<enter southern extent>

<operator name and contact number>

Driver

<driver name and contact number>

Road sections

<direction, lane>
<direction, lane>

Number of runs
Target speed

<enter number of runs>
80 km/h

Road position

Left wheel positioned in the left worn wheel path

Base location

<enter location where trailer is stored>
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Procedure
1. Preparation at base

•

Fit measurement tyres

•

Check tyre pressures

•
2. Travel to prestart setup location

3. Prestart set-up

•

<enter travel directions between base and prestart set-up
location>

•

Prestart set-up can be performed in layby at <enter
location>

•

Place trailer at measurement height

•

4. Perform southbound
measurement run

Place trailer at transport height

Install microphones

•

Calibrate microphones

•

Remove chips from tyres

•

<enter travel directions between prestart set-up location
and test section start>

•

Travel south at target speed with left wheel positioned in
the left worn wheel path

•
5. Perform northbound
measurement run

<enter travel directions between test section end and
start of the next run>

•

Travel north at target speed

6. Post-measurement
pack-down

•

Following final northbound measurement run, return to
layby at <enter location>

•

Perform post-measurement calibration

•

•
•
7. Return to Base

<enter travel directions between test section end and
start of the next run>

Remove microphones

Place trailer at transport height

•

<enter travel directions between post-measurement
pack-down location and base>

•

Fit standard road tyres

•

Park trailer in storage
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Route from base to northern end.

U-turn location.

U-turn location.

Layby at <enter location>

Route from northern to southern end.

Directions between test section end and start
of the next run.
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Appendix F: Analysis software
Overview
This appendix outlines the data management, processing and presentation tools that have been
developed for use with the CPX trailer, generally referred to as the ‘analysis software’. Apart from
the CPX trailer itself, a number of other data sources are used by/with the analysis software. These
include the LRMS API 1, RAMM database, construction records and contextual geospatial data (e.g.
aerial imagery).
Processing and plotting of the data is performed using Python code, which has been developed
specifically for the CPX trailer data. GIS drawings can be generated using QGIS 2 or ArcMap 3.

Data sources
CPX trailer
Acoustic data is recorded for each 20 metre road segment traversed by the CPX trailer. This data is
stored in a txt file as tab-separated values. Additional parameters such as speed, location and
road surface temperature are also recorded for each 20 metre road segment and stored in the
same txt file. An example of the raw CPX data is shown below.

Location referencing
The NZ Transport Agency makes use of a linear location referencing system to define locations
along its road network. A specific location will be defined by an alphanumeric code, consisting of
the state highway name, a reference station (Rs), a route position (Rp) and a travel direction (if the
road is a dual carriageway).
The reference station (Rs) acts as a datum point, while the route position (Rp) specifies the
distance from the reference station (Rs). The complete alphanumeric code for a unique location
along a state highway is referred to as the ‘Rs/Rp’.
The NZ Transport Agency provides an application programming interface (API) that will return the
Rs/Rp for a set of GPS coordinates. The Rs/Rp codes retrieved via the API provide a unique
identifier for each 20 metre road segment and are used as the location value when generating
plots (i.e. the x-axis value).

An example of a Rs/Rp code is given below. Further information can be found in the LRMS
manual 4 on the Transport Agency website.

1
2
3
4

http://lrms.highwayinfo.govt.nz/lrms/service/v4/LrmsService?wsdl
http://www.qgis.org/

http://desktop.arcgis.com/en/arcmap/

https://www.nzta.govt.nz/resources/location-ref-management-sys-manual/lrms.html
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Rs/Rp

076- 0011/3.23- I

State highway

76

Reference station (Rs)

11

Route position (Rp)

3.23 km

Carriageway

Increasing

Road asset maintenance and management (RAMM) database
The NZ Transport Agency collects a range of data concerning its road assets. This data is
accessible through a web interface and uses the Rs/Rp location referencing system to locate the
various pieces of data on the network. Some examples of RAMM data include surfacing (type, age,
binder, chip size), roughness and texture.

Construction records
Records taken by contractors during the construction of a section of pavement may provide more
detail than the data held in the RAMM database. This could include the length of surface laid
during a particular work shift, or quality checks performed throughout the day. The data can either
be located by GPS coordinates or Rs/Rp codes.

Geospatial data
Depending on the situation, additional geospatial data may help to provided further insight or add
some additional context to the road section under investigation. The Land Information New
Zealand (LINZ) website 5 provides a range of geospatial data that can be loaded into GIS software.

Data management
While most of the input data used is provided in the form of a table, it generally includes a spatial
component in the form of GPS coordinates that can be used to locate the information in GIS.
The spatial information is best stored in a geospatial data file, such as a shapefile, which can be
easily viewed using a GIS software package. Attribute data on the other hand is best stored in a
comma-separated text format, so it can be easily viewed using a text editor or spreadsheet
software, such as Excel.

Rs/Rp codes are used as unique identifiers. This allows the attribute data stored in a csv file to be
joined to the spatial data stored in a shapefile within the GIS software.

CPX Trailer Data
In the case of the CPX trailer data, the spatial information (longitude/latitude) is known and the
Rs/Rp codes are retrieved from the LRMS API, as described in the following diagram.

5

https://data.linz.govt.nz/
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GIS join
The geometry file (shapefile) and attribute data (.csv file) are then imported into GIS and a table
join is performed using the Rs/Rp codes, as described in the following diagram.
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Setup
System requirements
The analysis software requires a Python 2 interpreter to be installed on the analysis computer. This
is best achieved using Anaconda 6.
The following Python packages are also required:
•

os

•

panda

•

geopanda

•

math

•

shapely

•

bokeh

•

scipy

•

numpy

•

pyproj

•

zeep

These packages can either be installed using ‘Anaconda Navigator’ or by opening Windows
Command Prompt or a UNIX Terminal window (now on referred to as the ‘terminal window’) and
running “conda install <package-name>”, replacing <package-name> with the name of each
package listed above.

Installation
A copy of the analysis software is stored in InfoHub and can be provided by the trailer supervisor.
The software consists of several python files located in a folder named ‘CPX’.
To install the analysis software, simply copy the ‘CPX’ folder to the analysis computer hard drive.

Load software
To load the analysis software, first open a terminal window and locate the analysis software files
on the analysis computer hard drive.

6

https://www.continuum.io/anaconda-overview/
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Next, run Python by typing “python2” and pressing Enter.

Finally, load the analysis software by typing “import CPX” and pressing Enter.

Analysis routines
The following sections describe each available analysis routine in detail. For a step-by-step guide
to processing the raw CPX data files refer to the data processing section of the CPX trailer guide.

Initialise CPX object
CPXobj = CPX(measurementName, measurementDirectory, stateHighway, direction)
where

measurementName = name of the data file containing the data from the first run (without
its file extension) as a string.
measurementDirectory = location of the data file containing the data from the first run as a
string.

stateHighway = name of the state highway on which the test section is located as a three
character string, e.g. ‘01S’ for State highway 1 (South Island).

Direction = LRMS direction (‘I’ or ‘D’)

Initialises the CPX object. The function searches for a raw CPX data files in the
measurementDirectory with filenames containing measurementName. The matching raw CPX data
files are loaded into the CPX object (CPXobj).

Retrieve Rs/Rp codes
CPXobj.retrieve_rsrp()

Retrieves the Rs/Rp codes from the LRMS API1. The function loops through the GPS coordinates of
each road segment and finds the nearest Rs/Rp code on the state highway network. The retrieved
Rs/Rp codes are used as the location reference for each road segment and act as unique
identifiers.

Save processed
CPXobj.save_processed()
Saves the CPX data with Rs/Rp codes to separate csv files for each run. Files are stored in the
‘tables’ subfolder.

Load processed
CPXobj.load_processed()
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Loads the CPX data from the ‘tables’ subfolder. The function is used to return to a previous
analysis session.

Generate shapefiles
CPXobj.write_shp()
Generates a separate shapefile for each measurement run in a the ‘shapefiles’ subfolder. Each
shapefile contains separate line features for each road segment, identified by their Rs/Rp code.
The shapefiles can be loaded into GIS software along with the csv files stored in the ‘tables’
subfolder, and joined using the RsRp variable.

Plotting
CPXobj.plot(runIndex, Rs, xRange)
where

runIndex = list of the run numbers to include in the plot. The run numbers correspond to
the raw CPX data file index in the parentheses.
Rs = road station within which the test section is located as a four character string, e.g.
‘0332’ for Rs 332.

xRange = x-axis range as a list, e.g. “xRange=[0, 8000]” will generate a plot between 0m
and 8,000m from the specified Rs. The order defines the axis direction.

The function generates a plot of the CPX levels and saves it as an interactive html documents in
the ‘plots’ subfolder. By default the plot will include the average CPX level for the selected runs.

Additional plot parameters can be accessed by including the parameter as a function argument,
e.g. “parameterName=parameterValue”.
The following additional parameters are available:

overlay – adds overlays to the plot to highlight different sections of road (e.g. different
surface types). ‘overlay’ requires a list of truples containing the start and end
displacements of the overlay relative to the specified Rs. E.g. “overlay=[(0, 523),
(523, 8000)]” will add two overlays, the first between 0m and 523m, and the second
between 523m and 8,000m.
overlayText – adds text labels to each overlay area specified with ‘overlay’. ‘overlayText’
requires a list of text strings in the same order as the overlay areas were given. E.g.
“overlayText=[‘Porous asphalt’, ‘Chip seal’]” will add the ‘Porous asphalt’ text to the
first overlay area and the ‘Chip seal’ text to the second overlay area.

averageOnly – used to hide the CPX level for the individual runs. Possible values are True
and False. E.g. “averageOnly=True” will only show the average CPX level. The default
behaviour is to show the average CPX level along with the CPX levels for the
individual runs.
validOnly – used to hide invalid road segments (caused by event flags or out-of-range
speeds). Possible values are True and False, and this extend to the calculation of the
average CPX level. The default behaviour is to only show the valid road segments.

legendLocation – used to set the location of the legend on the plot area. Possible values
include ‘top_left’, ‘top_center’, ‘top_right’, ‘center_left’, ‘center’, ‘center_right’,
‘bottom_left’, ‘bottom_center’ and ‘bottom_right’. E.g.
“legendLocation=’bottom_right’” will place the legend in the bottom right corner of
the plot area (Note. this is the default behaviour).

showPlot – used to show or hide the plot. Possible values are True and False. E.g.
“showPlot=True” will immediately open the plot in the default web browser (Note.
this is the default behaviour).
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customTitle – used to add an additional string to the plot title.

Standalone functions
The cpx_functions.py library contains some additional functions that are useful when working with
data from more than one measurement session. For example, generating comparison plots
between measurements on a test section taken at different times, or using different test tyres.
The standalone functions must first be loaded by typing “import cpx_functions” in the Python
interpreter and pressing Enter.

Comparison plots
CPX.plotting.generate_comparison_plot(fileName, columnName, legendEntry, Rs, xRange)
where

fileName = list of names of csv files containing the data to be plotted, e.g.
“fileName=[‘/CPX/20170601/tables/average.csv’,
‘/CPX/20170601/tables/mean_profile_depth.csv’]”.
columnName = list of columns to plot from each csv file. The column names must be
supplied in the same order as the csv files given in fileName, e.g.
“columnName=[‘average_level’, ‘mpd’]”. If the column name is the same for all csv
files then provide the value as a single string, e.g. “columnName=’average_level’”.

legendEntry = list of legend entries for each csv file. The legend entries must be supplied
in the same order as the csv files given in fileName, e.g. “legendEntry=[‘Average
CPX level’, ‘Mean profile depth (mm)’]”.

Rs = road station within which the test section is located as a four character string, e.g.
‘0332’ for Rs 0332.

xRange = x-axis range as a list, e.g. “xRange=[0, 8000]” will generate a plot between 0m
and 8,000m from the specified Rs.

Additional parameters can be accessed by including the parameter as a function argument, e.g.
“parameterName=parameterValue”.
The following additional parameters are available:

overlay – same behaviour as in the main plot function above.

overlayText – same behaviour as in the main plot function above.
yRange – y-axis range as a list, similar to xRange above.

customTitle – same behaviour as in the main plot function above.
legendLocation – same behaviour as in the main plot function above.

plotFile – used to specify a file name and location for the plot to be saved. E.g.
“plotFile=’/CPX/comparison_plot/average_vs_mpd.html’”. If not entered, the plot
will be loaded to the web browser, but not saved.

The function is used to generate comparison plots between CPX data from multiple measurement
sessions, or to compare CPX data with other road data (e.g. surface data from the RAMM
database).

Plot examples
Single measurement session
This type of plot is generated using the “CPXobj.plot” command and would typically be generated
for a single measurement session involving multiple measurement runs. It includes the CPX levels
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for each individual run, along with an average CPX level. Five overlays have been added to
highlight sections of road having different surfaces, and the legend has been moved to the
‘bottom_center’ position to avoid masking the overlay labels.

Measurement comparisons
This type of plot is generated using the “CPX.plotting.generate_comparison_plot” command and is
used to compare CPX data from multiple measurement sessions, or to compare CPX data with
other road data.
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Appendix G: Certification procedures
Introduction
ISO 11819-2 calls for regular certification of the CPX trailer and associated instrumentation,
generally on a biennial basis or following any substantial modifications. The components requiring
recertification/calibration are listed in the table below.
Component type

Component

Test/check required

Measurement
system calibration

Measurement chain,
including microphones

Sound level meter: IEC 61672-1, Class 1

Trailer
certification

Test and tow vehicle

Sound reflections against an enclosure and
other objects close to the microphones:
ISO 11819-2, Annex A.2

One-third octave band filters: IEC 61260-1

Background noise from the test vehicle and
tow vehicle: ISO 11819-2, Annex A.3 and A.4
Background noise from external vehicles:
ISO 11819-2, Annex A.5
Axle and wheels

Wheel alignment:
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Additional instrumentation
The microphone calibrator must be verified annually by ECS Ltd 7.

Trailer certification procedures
The certification process is described in Annex A to ISO 11819-2. The process involves three
separate checks to determine reflections inside the enclosures and assess background noise
levels. The procedures to perform each check are provide below.

Check A.2 – Sound reflections against an enclosure and other objects close to the
microphone
Purpose
Determine the influence of sound reflections on the measured sound pressure level in each onethird octave band. The effect of unwanted reflections shall not exceed 3 dB in each one-third
octave band.
Equipment required
•
•

CPX trailer and associated instrumentation
Microphone cables

•

Loudspeaker cable

•

White noise signal generator

•

Artificial sound source and amplifier (not currently owned by Transport Agency)

•

Reflective plate with microphone mounts

•

2x wooden blocks

Required tests
1. Measure sound pressure levels with the artificial sound source and normal trailer setup.
2. Measure sound pressure levels with the artificial sound source in a hemi-anechoic
environment.
Procedure
The tests must be performed in an outdoor location with low background noise. The tests were
previously conducted at a residential location because the noise environment at CAPTIF was not
suitable.
1. Place the trailer outside on a flat and level sealed concrete surface, at least 10 metres from
any building or other reflecting surface (e.g. fence, guard rails).

2. Lower the trailer to measurement height.

3. Using the 2t jack positioned at the rear of the trailer, lift the trailer slightly and place a
wooden block at the rear corners of the trailer. Lower the trailer onto the wooden blocks.

4. Adjust the jockey wheel (and tow bar height adjustment, if required) to set the trailer to level.
5. Remove the microphone assemblies from the trailer and disassemble. Install the microphone
holders onto threaded rods fixed to the mounting plate and set the microphones to a height
of 100mm and angle of 45 degrees (reference lines are marked on the mounting plate).
7

ECS Ltd, Level 2 Building A, Millennium Centre, 600 Great South Rd, Auckland 1051. www.ecs-ltd.co.nz/calibration-

services/
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6. Remove the lid of the instrumentation enclosure and disconnect the two microphone cables.

7. Inside the wheel enclosure, remove the two sheets of absorption material from the inner walls.
Then gently pull the microphone cables through the cable duct. Replace the absorption
material.

8. Place the 2t jack at the rear of the trailer and lift the wheel off the ground. Remove the wheel
from the axle and install the artificial sound source (mounted to the reflective plate) in the
same position as the measurement tyre would normally be. Fine adjustments to the 2t jack
and wheel stud rotation are needed while positioning the artificial sound source.

9. Once the artificial sound source is in position, gently lower the trailer by releasing the 2t jack.

10. Attach the microphone cables to the microphones (on the mounting plate). Attach the other
end of the cables to the microphone input module inside the instrumentation enclosure.
11. Attach the white noise signal generator to the amplifier input. Attach the artificial sound
source to the amplifier output using the loudspeaker cable.

12. Power on the CPX trailer instrumentation and remote desktop to the on-board computer in
the usual manner (detailed in the trailer guide).
13. Close the LabView window and locate the “sound_reflections_test” application
("C:\Users\cpx\NZ Transport Agency\Certification code\sound_reflections_test\main.vi").
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Once open, run the software by pressing the run arrow at the top left corner of the LabView
window.

14. Enter the microphone sensitivity, operator name and enclosure side (left or right).

15. Select the enclosure measurement type.

16. Turn on the white noise signal generator and amplifier. Note that the same gain setting must
be used for all recordings. The amplifier gain should be set to its maximum value and the
signal generator gain settings should then be used to set the loudspeaker volume. Once set,
these values must not be adjusted during the measurement session.

17. Press the ‘Record’ button to take a recording. The system will take a 10 second recording,
during which time the operator must make a mental note of any background noises and wind
gusts. The recording will be automatically stored as en_X, where X represents the
measurement number.

18. Inspect the pressure time signal for spurious noises. Delete the measurement if there is
suspected contamination from other sources.
19. Repeat the process until at least three valid recordings have been taken.

20. Place the 2t jack at the rear of the trailer and lift the trailer to allow removal of the artificial
sound source. Install the trailer wheel and remove the wooden block, then lower the trailer
back to the ground.
21. Wheel the trailer away and position the mounting plate (with artificial sound source and
microphones) on the ground.

22. Repeat steps 15 to 19, this time selecting the ‘free-field’ measurement type. The recordings
will be stored as ff_X, where X represents the measurement number.
23. Inside the ‘Free-field files’ panel select the free-field recordings to be used in the calculation
while holding the ‘Ctrl’ key. Then go to the ‘Enclosure files’ panel and select the enclosure
recording to be used in the calculation.
24. Press the ‘Calculate’ button to calculate the device dependent correction (Cd).
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25. The recordings and device dependent correction values will be stored in a measurement
session folder (YYYYMMDD_reflection_test) inside C:\Users\cpx\NZ Transport
Agency\calibration_data.

26. To use the new device dependent corrections during a CPX measurement, copy the
‘enclosure_calibration_left.txt’ and ‘enclosure_calibration_right.txt’ files to the
‘calibration_data’ folder. The main CPX program will automatically read the values from these
files each time a CPX measurement is performed.

Check A.3 and A.4 – Background noise from the test vehicle itself or its operation,
and background noise from towing vehicle
Purpose
Determine the influence of unwanted noise from the test vehicle system (flow noise, wheel bearing
noise, rattles and whistles) as well as from the tow vehicle (flow noise, tyre/road noise, engine and
exhaust noise). The effect of unwanted noise must not influence one-third octave band levels by
more than 1 dB in to 500Hz to 5,000Hz frequency range, and more than 2 dB in the 315Hz to
400Hz range.
Equipment required
•

CPX trailer and associated instrumentation

•

External wheel assembly

Required tests
1. Measure sound pressure levels with the external wheels installed and measurement tyres
removed.

2. Measure sound pressure levels of the most “quiet” road surface to be studied, with
measurement tyres installed 8.

3. Measure sound pressure levels in a laboratory environment using a smooth tyre and smooth
steel drum to determine bearing noise contribution (test not currently required).

8

The most “quiet” road surface in New Zealand is currently taken to be a EPA7 surface.
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Procedure
The external wheel assembly results in a high vertical tow ball load and this test requires a tow
vehicle that can handle a vertical tow ball load of 250 kg. This limits the possible tow vehicles that
can be certified using this procedure.
1. Install the 2t jack in the centre jacking position and lift the trailer off the height bolts.

2. Remove the height bolts and lower the trailer to measurement height.
3. Fit the external wheel assembly to the rear of the trailer.

4. Install the height bolts underneath the swing arm. The bolts are needed to hold the swing arm
in the high position when the trailer wheels have been removed.

Height
bolt

5. Place the 2t jack underneath the left torque arm suspension and lift the trailer wheel off the
ground. Remove the left trailer wheel and release the 2t jack. Repeat the process for the right
trailer wheel.
6. Set the trailer to level using the turnbuckle to adjust the tow bar height.

7. Install the measurement microphones in their usual position inside the wheel enclosure.

8. Power on the CPX trailer instrumentation and remote desktop to the on-board computer in
the usual manner (detailed in the trailer operating guide). This certification test makes use of
the main CPX program; however, the raw A-weighted levels are used, rather than the LCPX:P1,80
values.

9. Start the program by pressing the white arrow at the top left corner of the screen and, when
the file dialog box appears, create a new folder in C:\Users\cpx\NZ Transport
Agency\calibration_data in the ‘YYYYMMDD_external_wheel_test’ format. Enter the new folder
and set the measurement filename to match the name of the new folder.

10. Follow the usual microphone calibration and setup procedure, as described in the main trailer
guide.
11. The test must be performed on a straight and level section of road, preferably at least 300
metres in length (giving at least 10 seconds of recording time at 80 km/h).

12. Accelerate to 80 km/h and maintain a constant speed.
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13. When the straight and level road section is reached press the ‘Record’ button.

14. Press the ‘Stop’ button when the end of the road section is reached.
15. Perform at least three test runs at 80 km/h.

16. Repeat the measurement process at 50 km/h, making sure to adjust the reference speed to 50
km/h in the ‘Setup’ tab before commencing the lower speed measurements.
17. Once all measurements have been taken, reinstall the trailer wheels, remove the external
wheel assembly and remove the height bolts. Lift the trailer to transport height and reinstall
the height bolts.
18. Copy the ‘YYYYMMDD_external_wheel_test’ folder to the external laptop.

Check A.5 – Background noise from external vehicles
As at April 2018 this test procedure has not yet been used and requires further development. Not
all features of the LabView program have been fully implemented and tested. This procedure
should be taken as a guide only and updated once the initial certification test has been conducted.
Purpose
Determine the influence of unwanted noise from external vehicles. If the difference in total Aweighted level is equal to or higher than 10 dB, the test vehicle qualifies for use without any
special treatment or flagging for passing vehicles in in-traffic measurements.
Equipment required
•
•

CPX trailer and associated instrumentation
Speed measurement gun

Required tests
1. Measure pass-by sound pressure levels of external vehicles, with the wheel enclosures shut.
Test must be performed on an Grade 2/4 chipseal surface with a 80km/h posted speed limit
(ISO 11819-2 A.5.2 calls for a DAC or SMA surface; however, the nosiest surfaces in New
Zealand are typically chipseal surfaces).

2. Measure the A-weighted sound pressure level by performing a standard CPX measurement on
a surface of the same type as that used in test 1 above.
Procedure
Perform the following steps for each wheel (left and right) separately.

1. Install the 2t jack in the central jacking position. Lift the trailer and remove the height bolts.
Release the 2t jack to drop the trailer to measurement height.

2. Install the measurement microphones in their usual position in the wheel enclosure and shut
the wheel enclosure.
3. Position the trailer on the side of an operating road, with the front end facing the oncoming
traffic. The outer edge of the wheel enclosure must be within 1.5 metres of the lane edge.
4. Set the trailer to level by adjusting the tow bar height using the turnbuckle.

5. Power on the CPX trailer instrumentation and remote desktop to the on-board computer in
the usual manner (detailed in the trailer guide).
6. Close the LabView window and locate the “road_side_test” application ("C:\Users\cpx\NZ
Transport Agency\Certification code\A5_road_side_test\main.vi"). Once open, run the
software by pressing the run arrow at the top left corner of the LabView window.
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7. Place the microphone calibrator on the front microphone (microphone 1) and press the
‘Calibrate’ button. Adjust the microphone sensitivity value until the level reads 94.0 dB.
8. Repeat the process for the rear microphone (microphone 2). Once complete, press the
‘Calibrate’ button again to exit calibration mode.

9. Set the reference speed to 80 km/h and the speed correction to 30 (for chipseal surfaces).
10. Select “left” from the ‘Enclosure’ menu, and select “right” from the ‘Lane assessed’ menu.

11. Take audio recordings of at least 20 cars and 10 trucks as they pass the CPX trailer. Aim to
begin recording when the vehicle is 50 metres from the trailer and stop recording when the
vehicle is 50 metres past the trailer. The vehicle pass by events should be discrete events
involving only one vehicle.

Also record the vehicle speed with the speed gun. Enter the vehicle speed into the ‘Update
speed’ box and press the ‘Update’ button. The system will automatically calculate the onethird octave band LAFmax values for the selected pass-by event and apply the appropriate speed
correction.

12. Rotate the trailer so that it faces the same direction as the traffic.

13. Select “left” from the ‘Enclosure’ menu, and select “left” from the ‘Lane assessed’ menu.
14. Repeat the step 11.

15. Level, speed and vehicle tyre data for the fleet of vehicles is stored in the
‘vehicle_fleet_levels.csv’ files. These values must be compared to the A-weighted levels
recorded during a normal CPX measurement along a surface of the same type (e.g. chipseal).

16. The process must be repeated for the right wheel enclosure, if in use.

17. Raise the trailer back to transport height using the 2t jack and install the height bolts.
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